
fREEflEx pRo
Presenting the innovative Freeflex Pro System we focus on a new level of performance: Due to 

reduced stand height the gliding band is much closer to the ski boot, and our free-gliding heel 

allows the ski to flex unimpeded. This ensures consistent release values, reduced risk of in- 

jury and even more power and precision steering your skis. 

ski tEChnology i KeRS

tEChniCAl bACkgRound
HeAD KeRS Technology is an evolu- 

tion of the idea behind HeAD‘s 

Intelligence™ Technology. But unlike 

Intelligence™, KeRS does not influ-

ence the torsional stiffness of the ski, 

KeRS empowers the skis‘ long itudinal 

flex. Also KeRS Technology is based 

on a completely new chip capable of 

accumulating power and keeping it in 

store for the right moment.

Piezoelectric fibers transform kinetic 

energy into electrical energy which is 

stored in the embedded chip in the 

ski. electrical energy is immediately  

released to areas of the ski, where 

additional energy is requested by the 

sensor. Timing and release are auto-

matically controlled and coordinated.  

Depending on the flex pattern of  

different ski models, sensors are  

programmed beforehand: the more 

aggressive the ski has to be, the stiffer 

the tail will become. 

Skis experience maximum flex at the 

end of a turn. At this moment an active 

microship releases energy into the  

fibers of the tail. The tail of the ski then 

stiffens up, immediately increasing 

rebound for maximum acceleration at 

the end of the outturn.

thE ExtRA boost
KeRS Technology works like a turbo 

charger that provides additional po- 

wer and acceleration by stiffening the 

tail of the ski in outturns. 

thE EffECt: A boost, CAtApulting 

thE RidER into thE nExt tuRn.

Just like when Formula 1 pilots push 

a button for that extra notch of 

Speed. HeAD KeRS Technology is 

an electronic, fully automatic and 

integrated system. 

diAgonAl toE 
Full Diagonal Toes feature 180° release action both horizontally and vertically. Maximum safety in 

backward twisting-fall situations. Race Diagonal Toes are tuned for racing purposes. Due to higher 

release force vertically than horizontally, it holds up to the high backward lean forces in racing. 

binding tEChnology i FReeFlex

RACE pRo hEEl
The reduced stand height corresponds to the FIS regulations. This gave us the opportunity to 

redesign the heel track, making it 1 mm higher and 8 mm wider for even more stability and direct 

power transmission. Moreover, increased size of the gliding inserts reduces friction and provides 

even smoother and more consistent release performance in all skiing situations and conditions.

Kinetic Energy Recovery System
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